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Adeno-associated virus serotype 2 (AAV2) uses heparan sulfate proteoglycan as a cell surface-attachment
receptor. In this study the structures of AAV2 alone and complexed with heparin were determined to
�18 Å resolution using cryo-electron microscopy and three-dimensional image reconstruction. A differ-
ence map showed positive density, modeled as heparin, close to the icosahedral twofold axes and
between the protrusions that surround the threefold axes of the capsid. Regions of the model near the
threefold place the receptor in close proximity to basic residues previously identified as part of the hep-
arin binding site. The region of the model near the twofold axes identifies a second contact site, not pre-
viously characterized but which is also possibly configured by heparin binding. The difference map also
revealed two significant conformational changes: (I) at the tops of the threefold protrusions, which have
become flattened in the complex, and (II) at the fivefold axes where the top of the channel is widened
possibly in response to movement of the HI loops in the capsid proteins. Ordered density in the interior
of the capsid in the AAV2–heparin complex was interpreted as nucleic acid, consistent with the presence
of non-viral DNA in the expressed capsids.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is a non-pathogenic member of
the Parvoviridae family belonging to the Dependovirus genus (Muz-
yczka and Berns, 2001). A large number of AAV serotypes have
been described and studied for their use in gene-delivery applica-
tions. They differ in receptor binding, host-cell tropism, and anti-
genic properties. Most of the gene therapy applications to date
have made use of AAV serotype 2 (AAV2), which is currently the
subject of clinical trials to correct hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, and
other diseases (e.g. Flotte et al., 2004; Kay et al., 2000; Maguire
et al., 2008). Detailed understanding of the molecular mechanisms
by which the virus particle can recognize and enter host cells is
necessary to develop efficacious, targeted vectors.

AAV capsid shells are constructed with T = 1 icosahedral sym-
metry, are �260 Å in diameter, and encapsidate a 4.7 kb ssDNA
genome. The genome has two open reading frames (ORFs), rep
and cap, that encode the replication and capsid proteins, respec-
ll rights reserved.

cKenna).
tively. The 60-subunit viral capsid consists of three viral proteins
(VPs), with the 62 kDa VP3 protein comprising approximately
90% of the structure. The minor capsid proteins, VP1 (87 kDa)
and VP2 (73 kDa), share a common C-terminal amino acid se-
quence with VP3 but have N-terminal extensions. The N-terminal
sequence unique to VP1 has a phospholipase A2 (PLA2) activity
that is essential for infectivity at a step between endocytosis and
nuclear entry (Girod et al., 2002) as well as nuclear localization sig-
nals. The AAV capsid, in addition to protecting the ssDNA genome,
mediates several steps in the viral lifecycle, including primary and
secondary receptor recognition as well as antigenicity.

Cryo-electron microscopy and three-dimensional (3D) image
reconstruction (‘‘cryo-reconstruction”) and X-ray crystallography
have been used to determine the structures of several AAV ser-
otypes, including AAV1, AAV2, AAV4, AAV5, AAV7, and AAV8
(Govindasamy et al., 2003; Kronenberg et al., 2001; Miller
et al., 2006; Nam et al., 2007; Padron et al., 2005; Quesada
et al., 2007; Walters et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2002). The AAV caps-
ids contain a highly homologous core subunit structure, consist-
ing of an eight-stranded, antiparallel b-barrel motif similar to
that observed for members of other parvovirus genera. The b-
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barrel strands are denoted as letters from B-I and the variable,
inter-strand loops are named for the letter of the b-strands that
flank the loops (reviewed in Chapman and Agbandje-McKenna,
2006; Kontou et al., 2005). Depressions are located on the capsid
surface at the icosahedral twofold (‘‘twofold depressions”) and
around the fivefold (fivefold depressions) symmetry axes. Three
prominent protrusions encircle the icosahedral threefold axes
and are separated by ‘‘valleys”. A channel at each fivefold axis
(channel) is implicated in packaging of the AAV2 genome and
extrusion of the PLA2 activity of the VP1 unique region (Bleker
et al., 2005; Sonntag et al., 2006).

Heparan sulfate proteoglycan, the first receptor identified for
an AAV virus (Summerford and Samulski, 1998), functions during
infection to attach AAV2 and AAV3 to the cell surface. Soluble
heparin has been shown to compete with permissive cells for
AAV2 binding and de-sulfating heparin reduces binding to
AAV2 (Qiu et al., 2000). AAV2 residues R484, R487, K527,
K532, R585, and R588 have been shown to affect heparin bind-
ing in mutagenesis studies (Kern et al., 2003; Opie et al., 2003;
Wu et al., 2000). These residues form a basic patch between
neighboring protrusions and are contributed by two, threefold-
related VP monomers. R585 and R588 form the wall of the val-
leys, R484, R487, and K527 are on the floor, and K532 is also on
the floor but closer to the twofold depression (Kern et al., 2003;
Opie et al., 2003). AAV2 residues G512 and R729 lie near the ba-
sic patch and are also reported to have minor effects on heparin
binding (Lochrie et al., 2006).

Efficient AAV2 infection also requires a co-receptor, such as hu-
man fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1), integrins avb5 and
a5b1, or hepatocyte growth factor receptor (Asokan et al., 2006;
Kashiwakura et al., 2005; Summerford et al., 1999; Qing et al.,
1999). These co-receptors mediate endocytosis of the virus via
clathrin-coated pits (Bartlett et al., 2000; Duan et al., 1999). The re-
gion of the capsid surface responsible for a5b1 binding was
mapped to a moderate affinity asparagine-glycine-arginine (NGR)
integrin binding motif at residues 511-NGR-513 on the AAV2 cap-
sid by mutagenesis (Asokan et al., 2006). The binding site(s) for the
other co-receptors are unknown.

Regions of the capsid surface that bind to host-cell receptors
have been identified for three autonomous parvoviruses: human
parvovirus B19 (B19), canine parvovirus (CPV), and minute virus
of mice (MVM) (Chipman et al., 1996; Hafenstein et al., 2007; Lo-
pez-Bueno et al., 2006). Cryo-reconstruction was used to show that
globoside, the receptor for B19, binds in the depression at the
threefold axis of the capsid (Chipman et al., 1996). The binding site
for the CPV transferrin receptor was mapped by mutagenesis and
cryo-reconstruction to the raised portion of the capsid that lies be-
tween the icosahedral two- and fivefold axes (Hueffer et al.,
2003a,b; Govindasamy et al., 2003; Hafenstein et al., 2007). For
MVM, the binding site for its sialic acid receptor was mapped by
X-ray crystallography to the twofold depression (Cotmore and Tat-
tersall, 1987; Lopez-Bueno et al., 2006). These three examples
illustrate diversity in the regions utilized by parvovirus capsids
for host recognition.

Structural studies of a number of parvovirus virions have dem-
onstrated the presence of icosahedrally-ordered, genomic ssDNA
inside the capsid. The crystal structures of AAV4 and AAV8 showed
the ordering of a single nucleotide (NT) under each threefold axis
(Govindasamy et al., 2006; Nam et al., 2007). This NT is stabilized
by two highly conserved prolines in a pocket formed by conserved
residues. The crystal structures of CPV and the immunosuppressive
strain of MVM (MVMi) showed the presence of at least 11 ordered
ssDNA NTs inside the capsids (Agbandje-Mckenna et al., 1998;
Kontou et al., 2005; Xie and Chapman, 1996). The strongest DNA-
protein associations inside CPV and MVMi involved residues that
form grooves bounded by b-strand regions at the inner capsid sur-
face near the two- and threefold axes. Some of the ordered NTs ob-
served in MVM are located close to those seen in AAV4 and AAV8,
suggesting the presence of a common binding pocket for DNA in
parvoviruses. Though parvoviruses are currently believed to not re-
quire genomic DNA for capsid assembly (e.g. Hernando et al.,
2000), presence of an ordered NT in wild-type (wt) AAV4 and in
the same conserved capsid region in AAV8, determined from
‘‘empty”, baculovirus-expressed capsids, suggests that NTs may
at least play a role in AAV assembly.

In this study cryo-reconstruction methods were used to
determine the 3D structures of AAV2 virus-like particles (VLPs)
alone and complexed to heparin oligosaccharides (�6 kDa aver-
age molecular mass) to �18 Å resolution. As predicted by muta-
genesis, density interpretable as heparin occurs proximal to
basic residues between the threefold protrusions in the AAV2–
heparin complex. Additional density was also unexpectedly ob-
served close to the twofold depressions, which was modeled as
heparin oligosaccharides, suggesting that new binding sites are
exposed upon initial heparin binding. Density differences were
observed at the fivefold axes and at the top of the protrusions
in the AAV2–heparin complex, suggesting that heparin binding
induces conformational changes in the capsid at these regions.
Density associated with the interior surface of the capsid in
the AAV2–heparin complex was interpreted as icosahedrally-or-
dered DNA.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cells

Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) were grown in Dul-
becco Modified Media, supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum
and 100 U/ml penicillin and streptomycin. Cells were incubated
in 5% CO2 at 37 �C.

2.2. Virus-like particle (VLP) expression and purification

To express AAV2 VLPs containing VP1, VP2, and VP3, ten
15 cm plates of low passage 293 cells, at �80% confluence, were
infected with an adenovirus expression vector containing the
AAV2 cap ORF under a cytomegalovirus promoter. Infections
were at an MOI of 5, carried out in serum free conditions for
1 h. The infected cells were supplemented with 10% bovine calf
serum and incubated for 48–72 h until cytopathic effect was de-
tected. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1000g for
10 min for purification.

The cell pellets were resuspended in 30 ml lysis buffer (150 mM
NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.4) and lysed by three freeze/thaw cycles.
Benzonase (Sigma) was added to the lysate (50 U/ml) after the final
thaw followed by clarification through centrifugation at 4000g for
20 min. The supernatant was purified using a discontinuous iodix-
anol (OptiPrep Nycomed) step gradient. Samples were centrifuged
in a 70 Ti rotor at 350,333g for 1 h at 18 �C as previously described
(Zolotukhin et al., 2002). VLPs were removed from the 40%:25%
interface of the gradient. The sample was further purified by load-
ing onto an heparin agarose Type I column (Sigma), eluted with TD
buffer (1� PBS, 1 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM KCl) containing 500 mM
NaCl, and concentrated using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal filters
(100,000 MW cut off).

The purity of the VLPs was confirmed by silver-stained SDS–
PAGE, Western blot analysis with the AAV2 B1 antibody that
recognizes a linear peptide at the C-terminus of the VPs, and trans-
mission electron microscopy of particles negatively stained with
2% uranyl acetate. Protein concentration was determined by UV
absorbance (Sommer et al., 2003).
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2.3. Extraction of DNA from VLPs

Purified VLPs, at �1 mg, were treated with 20 lg/ml of RNAse A
and DNAse (Sigma) at 37�C to degrade non-encapsidated nucleic
acid. Nuclease-treated samples were purified on a heparin column
as described above and then treated with Proteinase K (Sigma) to
release any nucleic acid that might be packaged within the VLPs.
Phenol–chloroform extraction was used to remove protein and
the remaining sample was precipitated with ethanol. To determine
whether the extracted nucleic acid was RNA or DNA, a portion of
the precipitated sample was treated with 20 lg/ml of either
RNAse-free DNAse I or DNAse-free RNAse A (Roche). Treated and
untreated samples were visualized by agarose gel (0.5%) electro-
phoresis and ethidium bromide staining.

2.4. Cryo-reconstructions of VLPs and AAV2–heparin complexes

AAV2 VLP–heparin (AAV2-Hep) complexes were produced by
mixing purified VLPs with heparin oligosaccharides (Sigma) with
an average molecular mass of 6 kDa (�9 disaccharides per oligo-
saccharide) at a ratio of 120 heparin molecules per VLP. Small
aliquots (�3.5 ll) of samples at �0.5 mg/ml were vitrified on car-
bon-coated copper EM grids in liquid ethane as described (Baker
et al., 1999). Grids with vitrified samples were loaded into a pre-
cooled Gatan 626 cryotransfer holder, maintained at a constant
temperature of �176 �C, and were examined in a Philips CM200
FEG electron microscope. The diameter of the electron beam was
adjusted to not exceed the limits of the Gatan 2k2 slow-scan CCD
detector (0.4 lm on the specimen) to allow images to be recorded
without pre-irradiating adjacent regions. A low-magnification
(4560�) survey image was captured on the CCD, and areas for
high-magnification data collection were identified and selected.
Images were recorded at 0.5–3.0 lm under-focus at 200 kV, at a
nominal magnification of 38,000�, and on Kodak SO-163 film un-
der low-dose conditions (�19e�/Å2). Film micrographs were digi-
tized on a Zeiss SCAI scanner at 7 lm steps and the pixels were
then twofold bin-averaged to yield pixels equivalent to 3.68 Å at
the specimen.

Individual images of the VLPs and AAV2–Hep complexes were
manually selected from the digitized micrographs and extracted
within equivalent size boxes (1212 pixels) using the interactive
graphics program, RobEM (http://cryoem.ucsd.edu/programDocs/
runRobem.txt). A total of 2335 particle images was boxed from
ten VLP micrographs and 1523 particle images were boxed from
eight AAV2–Hep micrographs as previously described (Bowman
et al., 2002; Walters et al., 2004). RobEM was used to remove linear
density gradients from the images and to normalize the means and
variances in the image intensities. The center and orientation of
each boxed particle were initially estimated by means of the mod-
el-based polar Fourier transform routine (Baker and Cheng, 1996),
with the AAV5 structure (Walters et al., 2004) serving as the start-
ing search model for the procedure. A low resolution 3D map was
generated from a selected subset for each set of images using the
programs EMSEL and EM3DR (Baker et al., 1999; Fuller et al.,
1996). Those particle images that exhibited a correlation coeffi-
cient greater than 0.3 in comparison with the corresponding pro-
jected image of the current model were included in the
reconstruction. The resultant reconstructions served as models
for refinement of particle origins and orientations for the respec-
tive full sets of images using the program EMPFT (Baker et al.,
1999). The quality of each reconstructed density map was assessed
by visual inspection using tools like RobEM and by quantitative
Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) analysis (Baker et al., 1999). The fi-
nal reconstructions contained 2045 (from ten micrographs) and
1466 (from eight micrographs) particle images, respectively, for
the VLPs and AAV2–Hep complex. The estimated resolution of each
of the final 3D density maps was computed by subdividing each set
of particle images into two subsets to generate two different recon-
structions, which were compared by FSC and phase residual anal-
yses (Baker et al., 1999). The estimated resolution achieved with
each reconstruction was defined by the lowest spatial frequency
at which the FSC first dropped below 0.5 and the average phase dif-
ference exceeded 45�.

2.5. Reconstructed map comparisons, difference density map
calculation, and pseudo-atomic model building

The known crystal structure of wt AAV2 (Xie et al., 2002) (PDB
Accession No. 1LP3) provided the structural framework for inter-
preting the reconstructed density maps of the VLP and the
AAV2–Hep complex. The atomic coordinates of the VP3 monomer
of AAV2 were used to generate a complete capsid shell through
matrix multiplication using icosahedral symmetry operators for
comparing the low resolution reconstructions of the VLP and
AAV2–Hep complex. Structure factors were calculated using the
Ca atom coordinates of the 60 VP3 monomers and used to calcu-
late a density map computationally filtered to 18-Å resolution
using the CCP4 package (CCP4, 1994). The Chimera program
(Pettersen et al., 2004) was used to superimpose and compare
the VLP and AAV2–Hep maps to each other and to the AAV2 crystal
structure model and map.

Difference maps computed by two separate procedures were
used to locate density associated with bound heparin molecules
and to identify heparin-induced conformational changes. In the
first method, RobEM was used to subtract the VLP map from an
appropriately scaled (density range and magnification) AAV2–
Hep map as previously described (Baker et al., 1999). A second dif-
ference map was calculated with the CCP4 package (CCP4, 1994)
using structure factors generated by inverse Fourier transforma-
tion of the two density maps (Baker et al., 1999). The two resultant,
essentially identical, difference density maps were inspected using
Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) and O (Jones et al., 1991).

The difference map was superimposed onto the AAV2 Ca atom
model map as well as VLP and AAV2–Hep reconstructed density
maps for further analysis. A trimer and a pentamer of AAV2 VP3
generated from the crystal structure coordinates using icosahedral
threefold and fivefold symmetry operators, respectively, were
docked into the maps. This facilitated identification of capsid resi-
dues that are proximal to positive difference density interpreted as
heparin and to enable model building at difference density map re-
gions interpreted as being due to structural re-arrangements. Hep-
arin molecules, extracted from the atomic coordinates of the
structure of a heparin hexasaccharide complexed with fibroblast
growth factor (FGF- heparin) (Faham et al., 1996) (PDB Accession
No. 1BFC) were modeled into positive density close to the twofold
axes and at the valleys between the threefold protrusions by
means of rigid body rotations and translations. One heparin disac-
charide was built into density at one threefold valley and the sym-
metry-related disaccharides were generated. Five disaccharides
were built into the positive density near the twofold axis and the
twofold-related decasaccharide molecules were generated.

Positive and negative difference density surrounding the
channel at the icosahedral fivefold was interpreted as movement
of the HI loop (region between bH and bI, residues T651 to
Y673) which lies on top of adjacent fivefold-related VP mono-
mers and forms the majority of fivefold-related interactions on
the parvovirus capsid. This movement was modeled by extract-
ing the coordinates of residues 651 to 673 from a VP3 monomer
of AAV2 (PDB Accession No. 1LP3) docked into the reconstructed
maps and manually rotating and translating this peptide into po-
sitive difference density followed by the use of the fit model to
map function in the program Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).

http://cryoem.ucsd.edu/programDocs/runRobem.txt
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The terminal peptide residues T651 and Y673 were constrained
to remain near residues 650 and 674 of VP3, respectively, during
model building. The coordinates of the modeled loop were then
re-inserted into the VP3 coordinate file and used to generate
fivefold-related monomers for further analysis of the re-arrange-
ment. Additional negative and positive difference density inside
and close to the channel, respectively, was interpreted as move-
ment of the loop at the top of the bDE ribbon (between b-
strands bD and bE which form the walls of the channel), but this
re-arrangement was not modeled.

Positive difference density observed inside the capsid was inter-
preted as ordered nucleic acid and N-terminal VP residues. The
modeling of nucleic acid density was guided by the crystal struc-
tures of MVMi (Agbandje-McKenna et al., 1998) (PDB Accession
No. 1MVM) and AAV4 (Govindasamy et al., 2006) (PDB Accession
No. 2G8G). The atomic coordinates of MVM VP2 along with the ob-
served ordered NTs were superimposed onto the VP3 monomer of
AAV2 in its fitted position in the VLP and AAV2–Hep reconstructed
maps. The AAV2 coordinates were then examined with respect to
their proximity to the MVMi NTs that superimpose within the po-
sitive difference density inside the capsid. A similar procedure was
used to dock the NT observed in the crystal structure of AAV4 with-
in this positive difference density. In addition to the density onto
which the MVMi and AAV4 NTs could be docked, further positive
density was observed in the capsid interior proximal to the last
N-terminal residue, G217, built into the AAV2 crystal structure.
This density was not modeled.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Heparin binding induces several changes in the AAV2 capsid

Cryo-reconstruction methods were used to determine the struc-
tures of VLPs and an AAV2–Hep complex from 2045 and 1466 par-
ticle images, respectively (Fig. 1A and E). The VLP data set was
refined to �12-Å resolution, but the AAV2–Hep data set could
not be refined beyond �18 Å resolution. Hence, to make side-by-
side comparisons and analysis valid, density maps presented here
were computed only to 18-Å resolution. The difference in refined
map resolution was likely attributable to heterogeneity of the hep-
arin oligosaccharides in the AAV2–Hep complex sample, which
Fig. 1. Cryo-reconstructions of AAV2 VLPs and AAV2–Hep complex. (A–D) Shaded-surfac
icosahedral twofold axis (A) and close-up views along two- (B), three- (C), and fivefold (
marked with a black dot in D and H to visualize the �36� difference in the position of th
difference in the two reconstructions. These images were generated in RobEM (Baker et
introduced background noise and possibly introduced some asym-
metry in the complex.

The VLP and AAV2–Hep reconstructed density maps both exhib-
ited surface features typical for AAV2, including the twofold depres-
sions, threefold protrusions, and fivefold depressions and the
fivefold channel (Fig. 1B–D and F–H). The VLP map was very similar
to an 18-Å resolution density map generated from the Ca-atomic
coordinates of the crystal structure of wt AAV2 (Xie et al., 2002)
with the exception that the channel appears more open in the crys-
tal structure map (Fig. 2A). This difference was previously recog-
nized (Kronenberg et al., 2005) and is likely due to the reported
flexibility of the loop at the top of the bDE ribbons (between the
bD and bE strands of the core b-barrel) that form this channel in
parvoviruses (Kontou et al., 2005; Govindasamy et al., 2006).

The VLP and AAV2–Hep cryo-reconstructions show many dis-
tinct features (Fig. 1A–H). In AAV2-Hep, additional densities sur-
round the twofold depressions (compare Fig. 1B and F) and in
the valleys that separate the protrusions (compare Fig. 1C and G).
Differences occur on the floor of the fivefold depressions (compare
Fig. 1D and H) and the protrusions are more pointed in the VLP
compared to the flattened peaks in the complex (compare Fig. 1C
and G). Finally, more density occurs inside the channel in the
VLP compared to the AAV2–Hep structure (compare Fig. 1D and
H). Comparison of equatorial cross-sections from the two cryo-
reconstructions highlights the above observations and a general
structural re-arrangement of the capsid shell (Fig. 3A and B).

An AAV2–Hep minus VLP difference map pinpointed regions of
change between the two structures (Figs. 2A and B; and 3C and D).
Positive difference densities close to the twofold axes and in the
valleys between the protrusions were interpreted as bound hepa-
rin (Fig. 2A–C), and those at and surrounding the channels were
interpreted as resulting from movement of the loops at the top
of the bDE ribbon and between the bHI strands (the HI loop)
(Fig. 3C and D). Negative difference densities were observed at
the top of the protrusions, inside the channel, and close to the po-
sition of the HI loop as modeled in the AAV2 crystal structure
(Fig. 3C and D). These differences are interpreted as structural re-
arrangements at the surface resulting from heparin binding. A
dodecahedral cage of positive difference density also occurred in-
side the AAV2–Hep capsid (Fig. 4A). This density was interpreted
as ordered DNA (Fig. 4B and C).
e representations of VLP reconstruction showing an entire particle viewed along an
D) axes. (E–H) Same as (A–D) for AAV2–Hep complex. The top of one bDE ribbon is
is loop in the two maps. Broken circles (B, C, F, and G) highlight regions of obvious
al., 1999).



Fig. 2. AAV2 crystal structure with superimposed AAV2-Hep minus AAV2 VLP positive difference map and heparin models. (A) Shaded-surface electron density map of AAV2
(PDB Accession No. 1LP3, Xie et al., 2002) (gray) with the positive density (red mesh, contoured at 1r) close to the two-, three-, and fivefold axes, 2f pos, 3f pos and 5f pos1,
respectively, superimposed. (B) Close-up of shaded-surface representation of VLP reconstruction (gray) and AAV2-Hep (pink, density not present in VLPs), with the pseudo-
atomic coordinates of heparin oligosaccharides (solid red) modeled into positive density (red mesh). hep2f = decasaccahride (twofold symmetry-related decasaccahride is also
shown); hep3f = single disaccharide (threefold symmetry-related models are also shown). (C) Ribbon diagram of an AAV2 VP3 trimer and modeled heparin molecules. Surface
heparin binding residues, R484, K527, K532, R585, and R588, are shown in blue (Arginines) or light blue (lysines) with terminal amino groups depicted as black balls. Residues
from a reference monomer are denoted with (A) after the residue number; (B) indicates a threefold-related residue. Heparin models are as labeled in (B). (D) Close up of basic
(blue), acidic (orange) residues flanking the heparin binding residues. Basic residues are colored as in (C) and carboxyl groups are white for acidic residues. The broken lines
indicate potential ionic interactions. The location of the icosahedral symmetry axes are labeled with numbers in (A–C). (A) is viewed along a twofold axis, and (B), (C), and (D)
along a threefold axis. The figure was generated using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).
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3.2. Heparin binds close to the residues in the AAV2–heparin complex
structure mapped by mutagenesis

Positive density, rendered at a low threshold (0.5r) in the dif-
ference map, extends from the wall of the twofold axes along the
valley between the threefold protrusions and traverses the resi-
dues expected to bind heparin based on mutagenesis studies (data
not shown). Preliminary modeling showed that nine heparin disac-
charides (�6 kDa oligosaccharide used for complexing) could be
fitted into this low threshold difference map (data not shown).
However, only six heparin disaccharides were modeled into posi-
tive density (at �1.0r), labeled 2f pos and 3f pos (Fig. 2A), lying
close to twofold and threefold axes, respectively. These densities
coincided with regions of the AAV2–Hep map that include density
(pink surface regions in Fig. 2B) not represented in the VLP map.
Five heparin disaccharides were built into the 2f pos density (hep2f
in Fig. 2B and C), with K527 and K532 being the closest residues
predicted by mutagenesis to affect heparin binding. One heparin
disaccharide was modeled into the 3f pos density (hep3f in
Fig. 2B and C) close to three residues: R585 and R588, which are
those most critical for heparin binding in AAV2, and R484, another
heparin binding residue from a symmetry-related VP. The hep2f
model is within 7 Å of K532 and hep3f is within 5 Å of R588. These
mark the closest points to the heparin binding residues identified
by mutagenesis (Kern et al., 2003; Opie et al., 2003) in the crystal
structure of the AAV2 capsid (Xie et al., 2002).

The AAV2 heparin binding residues and the heparin oligosac-
charide models built into the positive densities are too far apart
for direct contact. This suggests that some heparin binding resi-
dues may change conformation to permit closer contacts with
the receptor or, alternatively, solvent molecules (not visible at this
resolution) may mediate the interactions. Structural re-arrange-
ments would be consistent with the observed conformational
change at the top of the threefold protrusions, which become flat-
tened in the AAV2–Hep complex map, and with the negative den-
sity observed in this region in the AAV2–Hep minus VLP difference
map (cyan density, 3f neg, in Fig. 3C). Residues R585 and R588 are
located on the inner face (towards threefold axis) of these protru-
sions where negative difference density is observed. In addition,
the 2f pos density (Fig. 2A and B) modeled as hep2f (Fig. 2B and
C) is difficult to explain on the basis of the heparin binding resi-
dues, R484, R487, K527, K532, R585, and R588 (Kern et al., 2003;
Opie et al., 2003). The closest mapped heparin binding residues,
K527 and K532, are �7 Å away from the first disaccharide of the
decasaccharide model. Thus, this positive density may result from
a conformational change in the capsid triggered by heparin binding



Fig. 3. Capsid conformational transitions at the fivefold axis. Equatorial cross-sections of the (A) VLP and (B) AAV2–Hep reconstructions. (C) Difference map (AAV2–Hep
minus AAV2 VLP), with positive (red) and negative (cyan) differences superimposed onto a shaded-surface density map (gray mesh) of the AAV2 crystal structure close to the
fivefold axis. Positive and negative density differences are labeled (e.g. 2f pos = positive density close to the twofold axis). (D) Close-up of fivefold channel and HI loop difference
densities. HI loop is shown as observed in the crystal structure (cyan coil) close to the negative (cyan) density and modeled (magenta coil) into positive (red) density. bDE
ribbons (cyan coil, as in the crystal structure) are indicated with arrows. (E) Top-down view of HI loop model. Positions of residues K321 and E322 at the base of the bDE
ribbon, and Y673 at the base of the HI loop are indicated by arrows for some of the monomers. The cyan loops and residues indicate the position of these regions in the crystal
structure. The magenta coil indicates proposed new position of HI loop. (F) Side-view of HI loop model. The positions of the HI loops when heparin is not bound (cyan) and
when heparin is bound (magenta). Residue D327 at the tip of the bDE ribbon, and the HI loop are indicated with arrows for one monomer. A two-, three-, and fivefold axis are
indicated on each panel where appropriate. Figures (A and B) were generated using RobEM (Baker et al., 1999) and (C–F) by Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).
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possibly at the threefold axes (hep3f in Fig. 2C), and is not likely
due to heparin binding alone.

The resolution of the VLP and AAV2–Hep cryo-reconstructions
does not allow analysis of the atomic details of interactions be-
tween the heparin models and the heparin binding residues
mapped by mutagenesis. However, the juxtaposition of the amino
acids close to these residues in the AAV2 crystal structure points to
stabilizing interactions that may re-arrange to enable receptor
binding. The basic, heparin-binding patch is flanked by a highly
conserved acidic loop containing residues 528-DDEE-531, D494,
and D574, which are involved in electrostatic interactions with
the heparin binding residues (Fig. 2D, D494 is not shown) and close
to the heparin models. Of these, residues D529 and E530 are clos-
est to hep2f, and lie within 6 and 5 Å, respectively. Another acidic
loop (561-DEEE-564), which is not surface accessible, is located
at the base of the protrusions next to 528-DDEE-531 and does
not contact any heparin-binding residues. However, alanine
substitution for this stretch of four acidic residues (561-DEEE-
564) produces a mutant virus that does not bind heparin and is
non-infectious (Wu et al., 2000). Furthermore, other acidic (D269,
D514, and D594) and basic (R471, K507, and H509) residues deco-
rate the capsid surface near the heparin binding residues and ex-
tend the charged patch on the valley floor (not shown). Hence,
salt bridges (such as the ones illustrated in Fig. 2D) might serve
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to maintain a specific conformation of the heparin binding region
that favors virus-receptor interactions. Heparin binding might dis-
rupt these interactions and result in side-chain conformations for
the binding residues that are closer to the modeled heparin mole-
cules than their positions in the uncomplexed crystal structure
used in this analysis.

Conformational change induced by heparin binding is also con-
sistent with a model proposed by Lochrie et al. who suggested that
primary receptor binding by AAV2 might lead to structural re-
arrangements close to the twofold axis to facilitate co-receptor
attachment (Lochrie et al., 2006). Residues G512 and R729 were
identified in this study as exhibiting minor effects on heparin bind-
ing in HepG2 cells (Lochrie et al., 2006). These residues are located
on the capsid surface, positioned below the hep2f model with G512
immediately adjacent to R527 in the valley and R729 at the floor/
wall junction near the twofold axis (not shown). In addition, AAV2
residue N511, which together with G512 and R513 has been impli-
cated in the binding of integrin a5b1 (Asokan et al., 2006), is
shielded from the capsid surface by K527 and suggests that either
G512 or R513 would have to shift position in order for N511 to di-
rectly contact a receptor. Furthermore, a conformational change at
the twofold axis resulting from heparin binding that ‘‘raised” resi-
dues in the twofold depression could bring additional basic resi-
dues, including R389, K490, K544, R566, R724, and R729 close to
the hep2f model. Thus, a second binding event may be facilitated
by structural re-arrangements that expose additional, basic resi-
dues within contact distance. This may help explain how heparin
can bind at the twofold axes away from K532. The lack of negative
difference density at the original position of these residues may be
due to subtle movements or the low resolution of the maps. It is
possible that this second interaction might normally be with a
co-receptor, or that heparin binding at this site may facilitate cap-
sid recognition by co-receptors such as the integrins or FGFR1,
which also interact with heparin.

3.3. Heparin binding induces conformational changes at and around
the fivefold axes of the AAV2 capsid

The region at and near the channel at the fivefold axis of the
AAV2 capsid differs in the VLP and AAV2–Hep structures (Figs.
1D and H; and 3A and B). Comparison of the capsid surface and
equatorial sections of the reconstructions shows a widening and
opening at the top of the channel in the AAV2–Hep structure com-
pared to the narrower, more closed channel in the VLP. Also, the
floor of the fivefold depression appears to bulge upwards in the
AAV2–Hep structure compared to the VLP floor (Fig. 1D and H).
These conformational changes in AAV2–Hep were unexpected
and could not be predicted solely by mutagenesis studies. A review
of the literature showed that a similar re-arrangement could be
seen in human parvovirus B19 capsids bound to its globoside
receptor (Chipman et al., 1996).

A superimposition of the AAV2–Hep minus VLP difference map
onto a Ca atom map generated at 18 Å resolution from the AAV2
crystal structure showed positive and negative difference density
on the floor of the fivefold depression and negative difference den-
ig. 4. Difference density associated with the interior of the AAV2 capsid. (A) The
ositive difference density at 1r (solid red) and 0.5r (red mesh) superimposed
nto a shaded-surface representation of the AAV2 crystal structure (solid gray). (B)
he dodecahedral cage at 1r (red mesh) superimposed with the nucleotides (NTs)
rdered in the crystal structures of AAV4 (blue) and MVMi (cyan). (C) Close-up of
a chains (ribbons and coil) and the side-chains (stick) of AV2 residues (in a trimer)
at closely associate with the AAV4 (blue) and the MVMi (cyan) NTs. The amino

cids at a distance of <3.5 Å (D237, R238, R307, F420, G638, E685) and <5.0 Å (H627,
628, H629, P630) from the modeled NTs are indicated with black arrows for one VP
onomer. The two- and threefold axes are indicated with numbers in (A and B) and
e threefold axis is indicated with a filled triangle in (C). (A and C) are viewed

own a threefold axis, and (B) down a twofold axis. The figure was generated using
himera (Pettersen et al., 2004).
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Fig. 5. Agarose gel showing the presence of DNA in VLPs. Lane 1, molecular weight
marker (500 bp band labeled); Lane 2 untreated (no DNAse or RNAse); Lane 3
treated with RNAse; and Lane 4 treated with DNAse.
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sity inside the channel (Fig. 3C and D). The positive (5f pos1) and
negative (5f neg1) difference densities (Fig. 3C and D) appear to re-
sult from movement of the HI loop (residues T651 to Y673). This
loop interacts with neighboring VP monomers in the fivefold
depression and with the base of the bDE ribbons that form the wall
of the channels (Xie et al., 2002). The shapes of the difference den-
sities were consistent with the structure of the HI loop. The ob-
served change in density suggests that upon heparin binding, the
HI loop rotates �90� from a position tangential to the capsid sur-
face to running radially about the fivefold axis. This repositions
the HI loop away from the negative density and into the observed
positive density (5f neg1 and 5f pos1, respectively, in Fig. 3D). The
HI loop is present in the VP of all the parvovirus structures deter-
mined to date, and is positioned tangential to the capsid surface in
the AAVs and members of the parvovirus genera (reviewed in
Chapman and Agbandje-McKenna, 2006). However, the HI loop
in B19 adopts a radial orientation relative to the capsid surface
(Kaufmann et al., 2004), similar to the AAV2–Hep HI loop confor-
mation described above.

The loops at the top of the bDE ribbons which form the opening
of the channel moved radially outwards from the fivefold axes and
rotate by �36� clockwise following heparin binding (compare
Fig. 1D and H). The difference densities 5f neg2 and 5f pos2
(Fig. 3C and D) were interpreted as representing the original and
new positions, respectively, of this loop. This movement is consis-
tent with widening of the channel seen in the equatorial section of
the AAV2–Hep cryo-reconstruction (Fig. 3B). K321 and E322 in
AAV2 form a ring of five pairs of alternating basic/acidic residues
at the base of the bDE ribbon (base of the channel), close to the bot-
tom of the HI loop where it contacts the bDE ribbon (Fig. 3E and F).
Heparin binding and HI loop re-arrangements may disrupt this ring
of electrostatic interactions or lead to formation of new contacts
between the relocated HI loop and the bDE ribbon residues as
modeled (Fig. 3F). Such movements might result in an iris-like
rotation of the ring of residues leading to the widening of the top
of the channel observed in the AAV2–Hep complex structure
(Fig. 1H).

Specific roles for the bDE ribbon and HI loop transitions pro-
posed here are yet to be verified, but previous mutagenesis work
does support their importance in AAV capsid assembly, genome
packaging, and infectivity. An AAV2 K321-E322 double-mutant
produces a temperature sensitive capsid phenotype (Wu et al.,
2000), and mutation of E322 alone produces a capsid assembly de-
fect (Bleker et al., 2005). In addition, a nine residue insertion in the
HI loop (at position 664) affects capsid formation and infectivity
(Wu et al., 2000). Recently, mutagenesis, confocal microscopy,
and VP structural alignment studies reported a role for the HI loop
in genome packaging (DiPrimio et al., 2008). Furthermore, an AAV2
point mutation (F661G) within the HI loop reduces viral infectivity
at the nuclear entry step (DiPrimio et al., 2008). Significantly, the
fivefold channels of parvovirus capsids have been implicated as
conduits for extrusion of the N-terminal portions of VP1 and VP2
(both of which are reported to normally lie inside the capsid and
for genome packaging (Bleker et al., 2005; Farr and Tattersall,
2004; Farr et al., 2006). Extrusion and activity of the VP1-N termi-
nal PLA2 domain is essential for efficient infection and is believed
to occur during or shortly after virus entry into the cell (Bleker
et al., 2005; Farr et al., 2006; Mani et al., 2006; Suikkanen et al.,
2003; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2002). Nuclear localization signal se-
quences present at the N-terminal regions of VP1 and VP2 are also
reported to be required for nuclear entry. Thus, the structural
arrangements proposed above for the bDE ribbon and HI loop
may represent structural capsid transitions/dynamics, following
AAV2 heparin receptor attachment, required for subsequent steps
in infection, such as the externalization of internally disposed VP
regions through the channel.
3.4. AAV2-Hep encapsidates an ordered, dodecahedral cage of DNA

Heparin binding, in addition to altering the AAV2 surface struc-
ture, leads to an ordering of density inside the capsid, resulting in a
dodecahedral cage (Fig. 4A and B). Density in the cage runs beneath
the interfaces between two- and threefold-related VP monomers
and is particularly pronounced close to the threefold axes. NT mod-
els fitted into ordered, internal density in the crystal structures of
AAV4 (dark blue model in Fig. 4B and C) (Govindasamy et al., 2006)
and MVMi (cyan model in Fig. 4B and C) (Agbandje-McKenna et al.,
1998) superimpose onto this cage in the AAV2-Hep cryo-recon-
struction and naturally led to the conclusion that the cage was nu-
cleic acid. Notably, this cage-like density appears very similar to
ordered, duplex RNA structures seen in some ssRNA viruses (e.g.
Bink and Pleij, 2002; Prasad et al., 1994; Speir et al., 1995; Tang
et al., 2001).

The presence of oligonucleotides in purified AAV2 VLPs in a
form inaccessible to DNAse was confirmed by means of a nuclease
protection assay (Fig. 5). The presence of DNA, but not RNA, in the
VLPs was confirmed by noting that extracted nucleic acid was di-
gested by DNAse but not RNase (Fig. 5, lanes 4 and 3, respectively).
The DNA found was present as short oligonucleotides, 100–700 bp
long.

AAV terminal repeats (TRs) rather than heterologous DNA se-
quences are known to form the signal used to package AAV
(McLaughlin et al., 1988). Several investigators have shown that
AAV DNA and heterologous, chromosomal DNA that contains a
Rep binding element and a terminal resolution site, but no TRs,
can also be packaged into AAV virions (Huser et al., 2003; Nony
et al., 2003). This suggests that a Rep molecule, covalently attached
to the 50 end of a DNA molecule, is sufficient for packaging. In the
present study, VLPs were assembled in cells infected with an ade-
novirus vector that expressed only the AAV capsid gene and no rep
gene. Thus, the observation that DNA is present in AAV2 VLPs sug-
gests that random pieces of DNA, perhaps generated by apoptosis
during the course of adenovirus infection, get ‘‘packaged” into par-
ticles or become ‘‘trapped” within particles during assembly. This
observation challenges the paradigm that AAV does not require nu-
cleic acid for assembly, since non-viral DNA is packaged during
assembly in the absence of viral genome. In addition, recent obser-
vation of NTs in baculovirus-expressed AAV8 (Nam et al., 2007)
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provides further evidence contrary to the existence of truly
‘‘empty” AAV particles. Hence, since Rep-facilitated DNA packaging
is proposed to occur with preformed empty capsids through the
channel, these observations suggest that small portions of viral
genome are pre-packaged during assembly before Rep completes
the packaging (Myers and Carter, 1980; Wistuba et al., 1995; King
et al., 2001).

Regardless of how DNA is encapsidated, the dodecahedral cage
in the AAV2–Hep complex suggests that heparin binding triggers
conformational changes at the inner surface of capsid. These, in
turn, likely create more favorable interactions with the packaged
DNA. A re-organization of the capsid interior following heparin
binding is evident in the equatorial cross-sections (Fig. 3A and B).
However, the significance, if any, of the ordering of DNA following
heparin binding during the AAV2 life cycle remains unknown. This
ordering perhaps represents a means to prepare the capsid for gen-
ome uncoating or DNA re-organization/stabilization prior to trans-
fer into the nucleus.

AAV2 residues closest to the cage density were identified by
superimposing the VP3 and NT coordinates of AAV4 and MVMi
(Govindasamy et al., 2006; Agbandje-McKenna et al., 1998) onto
the VP3 of AAV2 (Xie et al., 2002) docked into the difference map
(AAV2-Hep minus VLP). Residues of AAV2 that lie 3.5 Å or closer
to the NTs at the twofold interface include D237, R238, R307,
F420, G638, and E685 (Fig. 4C). These are highly conserved resi-
dues in AAV serotypes 1–8, with substitutions only in AAV4
(D237G, R238H) (Padron et al., 2005). Notably, mutations of
charged residues to alanine, which include substitutions of AAV2
D237, R238, and R307, lead to defective capsid assembly (Wu
et al., 2000). In addition, mutations in residues E681-E683 and
E689-R693, all of which lie close to E685, create defects in capsid
assembly (Wu et al., 2000). The vertex of the dodecahedron cage
(at the threefold axis) most closely associates with loop 627-
HFHP-630 (Fig. 4C). These residues constrict a small pore in the
capsid crystal structure. Negative difference density (in the
AAV2-Hep minus VLP map) was observed above the vertex of
dodecahedron cage at the interior surface of the capsid (not
shown), which overlaps with the 627-HFHP-630 region, suggesting
a re-arrangement. This is a highly conserved region in AAVs (Pa-
dron et al., 2005) and is positioned adjacent to the NTs ordered
in both the AAV4 and AAV8 crystal structures (Govindasamy
et al., 2006; Nam et al., 2007). Thus, re-arrangements of this loop
may influence DNA organization in AAV2-Hep and suggests the
loop plays a role in DNA stabilization or possibly capsid uncoating.

As discussed above for AAV2 residues, mutations in MVMi res-
idues that contact ordered DNA in the crystal structure affect cap-
sid assembly and lead to the production of empty or unstable
capsids (Reguera et al., 2005). Such observations strongly support
a role for DNA-VP contacts in capsid assembly. A DNA cage may
serve to stabilize interactions between capsid assembly intermedi-
ates by tethering proteins at subunit interfaces and knitting penta-
meric intermediates together in an icosahedron. A similar
mechanism has been proposed for assembly of ssRNA viruses (Rud-
nick and Bruinsma, 2005; Zlotnick, 1994, 2004). For the AAVs, Rep
binding to a stabilized capsid stabilized by the DNA cage could
complete genome packaging through a fivefold channel.

Additional positive density in the AAV2-Hep minus VLP differ-
ence map appears inside the capsid adjacent to the last N-terminal
residue (G217) modeled in the AAV2 crystal structure (Fig. 4A, in
red mesh). This density extends from the dodecahedron cage to-
ward the fivefold axis and may be part of the missing VP N-termi-
nus. The rationale for improved ordering of this structural region
following heparin binding is not yet known, but may be associated
with capsid transitions following receptor attachment required for
the externalization of the VP1/VP2 N-termini.
4. Summary

We have identified and interpreted several distinct changes that
occur at the surface and in the interior of AAV2 triggered by hepa-
rin binding. In addition to the expected added density in the val-
leys between the threefold protrusions attributed to heparin,
significant changes occur close to the twofold and five depressions
and at the channels. These changes are proposed to reflect struc-
tural re-arrangements conferred by heparin binding. Additional
density beneath the inner wall of the capsid at the two- and three-
fold axes and in the form of a dodecahedral cage was interpreted as
short DNA oligonucleotides packaged in the absence of replicating
AAV DNA and Rep protein. The presence of such highly ordered
density suggests that DNA may play a role in AAV capsid assembly.
Structural changes that occurred after heparin binding are believed
to represent transitions required for steps subsequent to primary
receptor attachment, such as co-receptor binding and the external-
ization of the DNA and N-termini of VP1 and VP2 through the five-
fold channel. This study further highlights the versatile and
dynamic nature of the parvovirus VP and capsid as is required
for receptor recognition and downstream events in the infection
pathway.
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